Introduction Why patent application?
What is a patent? -A form of intellectual property -A set of exclusive rights granted by a sovereign state -An inventor or assignee for a limited period of time -In exchange for detailed public disclosure of an invention -A solution to a specific technological problem and is a product or a process -Provide incentives for economically efficient research and development -Intended to facilitate and encourage disclosure of innovations into the public domain for the common good -Improve the product and Enhance its quality -Reflection of strength of the enterprise, intangible assets and advertisement Characteristics?
-Novelty, new and not known -Usefulness, be manufactured or used -Non-obviousness, sufficiently different from the state of the art -In ancient Greek the word αναλογια (analogia) originally meant proportionality, in the mathematical sense.
-Greek philosopher, such as Plato and Aristotle Analogous objects did not share necessarily a relation, but also a pattern, a regularity, an attribute, an effect et al. According to Gero's FBS Theory, design is represented as the mapping between function, behavior and structure.
-Function is the design intentions or purposes -Behavior is attributed from how the structure of an artifact achieves its functions -Structure is the components which make up an artifact and their relationships Where?
Patent database
Patent database is a huge knowledge source where 80% of technical information is not available in the non-patent literature.
How?
Patent document -Creative technical subject -The constituents of a composition or mixture, or components of a process or structure, or applications of classified technical subjects.
To classify relevant technical information and retrieve them easily, the International Patent Classification (IPC) is established.
Based on the research of Ji, retrieved the function, effect and structure knowledge from the titles of IPC, we reclassified them into function, behavior and structure. The working principle of the bladeless fan is that the air is drawn in by a fan in the base and then directed up into a ring, finally comes out from the crack, without external blades. 
Heuristic 1
Taking "moving" and "separating" "moving substances" as analogical stimuli. Map the idea into the modified design of medlar picking machine, to separate the medlar from the tree. Specifically, one of the inlets provided the compressed air, another one was used for sucking medlar and the outlet was for blowing the surrounding leaves of the medlar to avoid the blocking problem. 
Heuristic 2
Taking one of the phenomenon, "selective separation", as analogical stimuli, Mapping the idea into the design of the winnowing equipment in the harvester. The fluid-guiding plate was designed for directing and separating the air flow.
Heuristic 3
Using one of the sub/super-system structure information, motors, as the alternative system Students tried to apply the source design to improve the efficiency of heat dissipation. The key structure characteristics, "Annular chamber", "crack", "inlet" and "outlet" of bladeless fan, were transferred and mapped to cool both the inside and outside of the motor. Review some knowledge about patent and several typical ideation methods, and lead the insight into analogy-based design to achieve more patent applications for protecting the core technologies and extending the range of intellectual property. Focused on encoding the source and retrieving the analog, IPC analysis was applied into uncovering almost all the relevant function, behavior and structure information, and three abstract heuristics were put forward for candidate target systems retrieval. To illustrate the use of the studied method more clearly, a structured patentable idea generation frame was discussed, and the bladeless fan was selected as source design to generate more creative ideas. The representation of analogical information is effective and the idea generation process is beneficial for discovering innovative opportunities and patent application. But the heuristics to retrieve target candidates is just a general guideline and deserve to be explored further in the future research.
